
  
 

“No News, is Good News” Part 4 
 

This is the fourth of our five-letter series covering Rolf Dobelli’s 15 hazards of exposure to the media in 
relation to your financial health. 

10. News is produced by journalists who may have a political bias 

Journalists often attempt to present news in a way meant to draw attention and incite passion. 
Sometimes this involves adding a political element to an otherwise nonpolitical economic or financial 
event. Too often, financial journalists view the economy and financial markets through their personal 
political paradigms. For example, journalists may suddenly become negative on the markets based on 
electoral results. Other journalists may “talk up” a stock just because their politics or morals align with 
the company, even if the company’s economic fundamentals don’t justify it. 

Investors who expose themselves to politicized financial media run the risk of making financial 
decisions based on politically filtered opinions rather than rational financial analysis. 

Investing based on politics can be hazardous. CalPERS, the pension fund for California government 
employees, sold its tobacco stocks in 2002 in reaction to political pressure. As a result, they lost out on 
$1 billion in gains that would have benefited retirees (Orange County Register, 2013). Instead, by 2008 
they had invested heavily into a less politically controversial asset class – real estate; just before real 
estate prices plummeted (Businessweek, 2008). 

11. Financial media forecasts are often wrong 

The media may be inclined to tell their target market what they want to hear, because that’s what 
maximizes readership and drives advertising revenues. That means financial journalists are often most 
positive near market tops when market sentiment is high. In the late 1990s, that meant promoting 
Internet and technology stocks. In the mid-2000s, that was replaced with house flipping strategies and 
jumbo mortgages. The financial media makes forecasts with the same mistake that some short-sighted 
investors do – they attempt to predict the future using the most recent past. 

This is especially dangerous in the financial media’s use of historical asset class correlations. The idea 
is, when certain asset classes go up, other asset classes go down. For example, you may have heard 
that when stocks go up, gold prices go down. Stocks and gold are frequently said to be negatively 
correlated – meaning when one goes up, the other goes down (and vice versa). 

In the late 1990s, a look at historical data would have shown you that stock prices and commodity 
prices were negatively correlated – when stock prices went down, commodity prices went up, and vice 
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versa. Thus many investors were encouraged to buy commodities as a possible hedge against a weak 
stock market. Yet when the “dot-com bubble” burst in 2000, the stock market’s negative correlation 
to commodities suddenly disappeared. Stocks went down, but commodities went down too. 

The chart below illustrates the performance of commodities and the S&P 500 since 1996. 
Commodities are represented by the blue line; the S&P 500 by the red line. From 1997 to about 1999, 
commodities and the S&P 500 moved in the opposite direction. Then, from 2001 to 2011, they 
generally moved in the same direction. Now, from 2011 to today, they are again moving in different 
directions. This illustrates the danger of using past performance to predict future results.  

 

12. News may be manipulative 

Have you ever read Money, Kiplinger’s Personal Finance, or SmartMoney? These news sources get 
their revenues from advertisers of financial products (particularly mutual funds). How difficult must it 
be for the writers for these publications to write and report objectively with such an acute awareness 
of this inherent conflict? 

A study was performed to analyze the relationship of fund ads to writers’ promotions of those funds 
(Reuter and Zitzewitz, 2006). In each magazine or newspaper, the advertisements for mutual funds 
were compared to journalists’ recommendations for mutual funds. In an objective environment, they 
should be no more likely to recommend a mutual fund sold by an advertiser than a non-advertiser. 

However, what the study actually found was the opposite. These personal finance magazines 
unquestionably made mutual fund recommendations that favored the funds of the advertisers. 
Whether this was conscious or subconscious or even coincidental, we cannot say. However, we do 
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know that this was potentially hazardous for the individual investor. The same study showed that 
instead of buying mutual funds recommended by these publications, your returns would have been 
equivalent or better by picking mutual funds at random (Reuter and Zitzewitz, 2006).  

Remember, at the heart of the financial media business is the objective to make money. A former 
mutual fund reporter at Fortune magazine once had this to say (CNN Money, 1999): 

“…I once was one of those reporters--condemned to write a new fund 
story every day--when I covered funds for an online publication … I 
worried I'd misdirect readers, but I was assured that in personal-
finance journalism it doesn't matter if the advice turns out to be 
right, as long as it's logical. You're supposed to produce the most 
stories "that end in investment decisions," so publications substitute 
formulas for wisdom. The formula for recommending funds: Filter 
according to returns, then add something trendy - high tech, no tech, 
whatever. ”  

What a devastating and indicting confession from a former financial media insider! 

My very best, 

Derrick 
[1] Commodities measured by Commodities iShares S&P/GSCI Index Fund (GSG).  
[2] The S&P 500 is an unmanaged index of 500 widely held stocks that’s generally considered representative of the U.S. stock 
market. Inclusion of these indexes is for illustrative purposes only. Keep in mind that individuals cannot invest directly in any 
index, and index performance does not include transaction costs or other fees, which will affect actual investment 
performance. Individual investor’s results will vary. 
[3] Written by Chris Whatley with R.C. Whatley & Company  
[4] Raymond James is not affiliated with and does not endorse the opinions or services of Rolf Dobelli, Chris Whatley or R.C. 
Whatley & Company. 
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